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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Religious Poems of Lionel
Johnson: Being a Selection From His Collected Works The name of Lionel Johnson labels a
traditionalist, not only in literature but in life. The boy who loved his Winchester had that logic of
sentiment which took him back to Winchester s founder and his faith. The Oxford of lost causes,
which are always being refound, was that which added its fragile son to the nest of singers who
became the religious neophytes of the nineties. Lionel Johnson is the label for a Christian of high,
however defeated, endeavour; for a poet endeared to us, even in those tones that are lower than his
greatness, as Emerson somewhere says, speaking of Coleridge. As all this, and more than all this,
the label remains to us in his written word and in the printed loyalties of those who loved him. It is a
keen joy to see it placed on the title-page of a volume containing the most directly religious, and
therefore the most deeply vital, of his poems. Lionel Johnson was...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea Leg r os V
The ideal book i possibly read. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a created
ebook.
-- Elise Wehner
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